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The Waterco Automatic Water Leveller adds to the 
leisure time of the pool owner by eliminating the 
need to keep an eye on the water level.

• Fully automatic operation

• Overflow connection

• Child resistant lock down lid assembly.

• Simple servicing and connection

Automatic Water Leveller
Ensuring the right water level, for peace of mind.



In the interest of providing better quality and value we are constantly improving and updating our products. Consequently, pictures and information on our brochures may sometimes vary slightly from models available.
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OFFICES - AUSTRALIA
NSW	-	Sydney	(Head	Office)
Tel:	+61	2	9898	8600

QLD	-	Brisbane
Tel:	+61	7	3299	9900

VIC/TAS	-	Melbourne
Tel:	+61	3	9764	1211

WA	-	Perth
Tel:	+61	8	9273	1900

SA/NT	-	Adelaide
Tel:	+61	8	8244	6000

ACT	Distribution
Tel:	+61	2	6280	6476		

OFFICES - OVERSEAS
Waterco	(Europe)	Limited
Sittingbourne,	Kent.	UK
Tel:	+44	(0)	1795	521	733

Waterco	(USA)	Inc
Augusta,	Georgia,	USA
Tel:	+1	706	793	7291

Waterco	Canada
St	Hyacinthe,	Quebec,	Canada
Tel:	+1	450	796	1421

Waterco	(NZ)	Limited
Auckland,	New	Zealand
Tel:	+64	9	525	7570		

Waterco	(C)	Limited
Guangzhou,	China
Tel:	+86	20	3222	2180		

Waterco	(Far	East)	Sdn	Bhd
Selangor,	Malaysia
Tel:	+60	3	6145	6000		

PT	Waterco	Indonesia
Jakarta,	Indonesia
Tel:	+62	21	4585	1481

distributed by:

By maintaining the correct water level, the Automatic Water 
Leveller eliminates the risk of an expensive pump failure brought 
about by starvation of water through evaporation or leakage.

The Waterco Automatic Water Leveller is placed in the ground at 
a convenient location near the pool and plumbed to a separate 
pool inlet and also to the fresh water supply. The leveller remains 
inactive until the pool water level drops below or rises above the 
correct point at which time it will restore the right level by adding 
or draining water as the situation requires.

Skimmer Box Extension Ring
If the unit is to be installed so that the deck lid will not be secured 
to the skimmer body, Waterco recommends using a skimmer 
Extension Ring (624105) for trouble free installation. Using the 
Extension Ring will prevent misalignment of the Deck Ring and the 
skimmer body. This will eliminate problems caused by concrete 
intruding into the skimmer box cavity. The Extension Ring will 
ensure there are no problems inserting/removing vacuum plates 
or other similar devices. An individual Extension Ring offers an 
extension of 60mm and can be piggybacked to give further 
extension of any multiples if required. (eg 120mm , 180mm etc). 
The Extension Ring sits snugly on top of the Autoleveller between 
the Autoleveller body and the Deck Ring and is strong enough 
to hold its shape during concreting. The Deck Ring also can be 
secured to the Extension Ring if required.

Warranty
Waterco proudly support their Auto Pool Leveller with a full 12 
months parts and labour warranty.




